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Foreword by U.S. Department of Energy
The provision of electricity in the United States is undergoing significant changes for a number
of reasons. The implications are unclear.
The current level of discussion and debate surrounding these changes is similar in magnitude to
the discussion and debate in the 1990s on the then-major issue of electric industry
restructuring, both at the wholesale and retail level. While today’s issues are different, the scale
of the discussion, the potential for major changes, and the lack of clarity related to implications
are similar. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) played a useful role by sponsoring a series of
in-depth papers on a variety of issues being discussed at that time. Topics and authors were
selected to showcase diverse positions on the issues to inform the ongoing discussion and
debate, without driving an outcome.
Today’s discussions have largely arisen from a range of challenges and opportunities created by
new and improved technologies, changing customer and societal expectations and needs, and
structural changes in the electric industry. Some technologies are at the wholesale (bulk power)
level, some at the retail (distribution) level, and some blur the line between the two. Some
technologies are ready for deployment or are already being deployed, while the future
availability of others may be uncertain. Other key factors driving current discussions include
continued low load growth in many regions and changing state and federal policies and
regulations. Issues evolving or outstanding from electric industry changes of the 1990s also are
part of the current discussion and debate.
To provide future reliable and affordable electricity, power sector regulatory approaches may
require reconsideration and adaptation to change. Historically, major changes in the electricity
industry often came with changes in regulation at the local, state or federal levels.
DOE is funding a series of reports, of which this is a part, reflecting different and sometimes
opposing positions on issues surrounding the future of regulation of electric utilities. DOE hopes
this series of reports will help better inform discussions underway and decisions by public
stakeholders, including regulators and policymakers, as well as industry.
The topics for these papers were chosen with the assistance of a group of recognized subject
matter experts. This advisory group, which includes state regulators, utilities, stakeholders and
academia, works closely with DOE and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) to
identify key issues for consideration in discussion and debate.
The views and opinions expressed in this report are solely those of the authors and do not
reflect those of the United States Government, or any agency thereof, or The Regents of the
University of California.
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Introduction
By Lisa Schwartz
While the residential, commercial and industrial sectors of the U.S. economy are heavily
electrified, the transportation sector today uses little electricity.1 Pure battery-electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (EVs) each represented less than 1 percent of the nation’s
total vehicle sales in 2017.2
A recent comprehensive assessment of transportation electrification looking out to the year
2040 made the following observations:3
•

•
•

•

Battery costs, and thus EV prices, will continue to decline over time, especially with
substantial gains in technology learning and economies of scale, as well as robust
research and development.
A modern power system that supports vehicle-to-grid communication and time-of-use
pricing will be a vital component of a future where plug-in EVs make up a large fraction
of the light-duty vehicle fleet.4
EV adoption seems to be greatest when multiple actions are taken in parallel, such as
improving consumer awareness, providing direct subsidies and making infrastructure
investments.
Public charging is a critical component for encouraging consumer adoption of EVs.5

The role of utilities in providing EV charging infrastructure to support increased transportation
electrification is a strongly debated issue. This report presents differing viewpoints on several
key questions:
1. What are the potential benefits and risks of transportation electrification — to electric
utilities, to retail electricity customers and to society?
2. What roles should utilities versus competitive providers play in accelerating deployment
of EV infrastructure? What infrastructure investments are others making, and how
should utilities complement those investments?
While this report focuses on passenger vehicles, this statement holds for the sector as a whole. Most transportation
electricity use is for transit, commuter and intercity passenger rail. Transit rail is completely reliant on electricity, but
intercity and commuter rail also rely heavily on diesel fuel, as do air and marine travel modes.
2 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2018, Feb. 6, 2018.
3 Todd Levin, Steven Plotkin and Yan Zhou, Argonne National Laboratory, “Transportation Sector,” in Electricity end
uses, energy efficiency, and distributed energy resources baseline, by Lisa Schwartz, et al., Berkeley Lab and Argonne
National Laboratory, January 2017.
4 An increasing number of medium- and heavy-duty EVs also will require these services.
5 The relative importance of public charging (open to all users) versus private charging (limited to select vehicles)
depends on the characteristics of individual owners. For example, public charging infrastructure may be less of a
priority for households that use an EV primarily for short trips to and from home and use another vehicle for longer
range travel. But for households where EVs are their sole vehicles, or that require all vehicles to be multi-functional,
the widespread availability of public charging infrastructure with short recharge times is an essential consideration.
See Levin et al. 2017.
1
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3. Who will use EVs — and how?
4. What types of utility infrastructure will be needed to serve EV users, who should pay for
it, and how will utilities recover their fixed costs?
5. What incentives should EV customers face to encourage right-time charging and
discharging?
6. What policy and regulatory approaches will:
• Encourage efficient siting of charging stations — including fast-charging
• Enable utilities to participate in infrastructure deployment
• Foster competition by competitive EV charging providers
• Establish enforceable standards to facilitate consumer adoption of EVs
• Address underserved markets
• Protect consumers
Authors representing diverse perspectives provide their responses:
•
•
•

Utilities – Philip B. Jones, Alliance for Transportation Electrification (Chapter 1)
Third-party service providers – Jonathan Levy, EVgo/Vision Ridge (Chapter 2)
Consumers – Jenifer Bosco, John Howat and John W. Van Alst, National Consumer Law
Center (Chapter 3)

Jones calls for policy and regulatory measures that enable utilities to play a significant role in
closing the infrastructure gap for EV charging. He lays out a comprehensive path, from
mandates for vehicle emissions and fuel efficiency, to stakeholder processes and studies, and to
public utility commission decisions that balance incentives for utilities to accelerate capital
investments in charging infrastructure with affordable retail rates, while ensuring charging
services are accessible to all communities, rate classes and potential EV owners. He outlines the
market transformation process that is needed for EV infrastructure to overcome market barriers
and leap over the “valley of death,” striking comparisons with challenges that energy efficiency
technologies have faced and the strong utility roles that helped the efficiency industry gain a
more secure foothold in the market. With the EV infrastructure “pie” growing quickly, Jones
recommends a focus on increasing the size of the pie, rather than arguing who gets a particular
slice (or the crumbs). Finally, he discusses actions several states are taking to prepare for an
electrified transportation future and provides a regulatory toolbox for public utility commissions
to consider, as well as short case studies of state activities.
Levy stresses the need for utilities to work with EV charging companies, policymakers, regulators
and other stakeholders to address opportunities and challenges in the marketplace today. The
critical areas for utility focus in his view are EV charging tariff structures, “make-ready”
infrastructure,6 expeditious interconnections for charging stations and consumer education.
Levy urges a driver- and rider-centric approach to charging infrastructure that avoids a
6

The electrical infrastructure up to the charger, such as wiring and conduit.
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patchwork of utility programs across the country, along with policy and regulatory approaches
that enable a robust and sustainable private charging industry. He sees the relationship between
utilities and EV charging companies as “coopetition”: While at times a utility may “undercut”
other market participants, the utility also will benefit by working with experienced EV charging
companies that have sited, installed and operated charging solutions for customers — and EV
charging companies can benefit from utilities as customers. He suggests that utilities seek out
gaps in the market and complement investments by others that rely on a broad base of
infrastructure to benefit drivers broadly. Specifically, he recommends that utility investment
focus in the area between private and public capital — for example, make-ready investments
that advance the public good, facilitate the utility’s pursuit of additional customer demand, and
buy down some capital costs to attract more private capital.
The National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) examines the implications of transportation
electrification for consumers, particularly low-income households, and explores policy
approaches to address equity and access concerns and maintain public support for
electrification. NCLC suggests that transportation electrification policy should aim to achieve the
following:
•
•
•

Increase transportation access and security for low-income consumers
Equitably allocate costs and benefits for low-income consumers
Address the disproportionate air pollution burden that low-income communities face
from power generation and transportation sources

NCLC calls for pursuing EV infrastructure investments in a way that lessens the impact on
ratepayers and shields low-income households from unaffordable rate increases, while
providing sufficient infrastructure to support broad adoption of EVs. Among the strategies NCLC
recommends are the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Bill payment assistance programs to reduce the burden on vulnerable customers
Rate designs that preserve affordability for low-income consumers
Separate EV charging rates, possibly accompanied by separate meters, to spread a
manageable amount of early costs among EV drivers, but at a rate that is not so high
that it would serve as a disincentive to low- and moderate-income drivers as they
consider whether to drive EVs
Time-of-use and other rate design options to optimize charging times and help lower
the cost of electricity for all consumers
Incentivizing infrastructure for public transportation and school buses to spread benefits
When charging stations are to be installed, placing them in locations that are responsive
to community needs and can be used by low-income communities and low-income
residents of multifamily buildings
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•

Incentives to increase private investment in charging stations that serve the needs of
low-income communities

Applying consumer protection strategies to ratepayers more broadly, the Maryland Office of
People’s Counsel recently proposed principles for considering utility proposals for EV
infrastructure investments, in order to balance multiple considerations, such as grid
optimization, interoperability, underserved communities, public needs and the competitive
market, as well as potential ratepayer benefits.7 Cited potential gains from utility EV programs
include demonstrable system benefits, managing EV loads to reduce energy costs, aggregation
of EV demand for dispatch as a distributed energy resource, and fostering coordinated regional
planning.
According to the People’s Counsel, design and implementation of utility EV programs should:
•
•
•
•
•

result in a more efficient grid through load management;
align with and balance the state’s various policy goals, including targets for reducing
air pollution and energy waste;
with respect to size, scope and costs, be based on reasonable analysis and
alignment with policy objectives;
result in optimally sited EV infrastructure; and
use effective evaluation, measurement and verification practices to encourage
transparency and inform ongoing program design and improvement.

A recent resolution by the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates also
highlights the need for careful consideration of utility EV investments in order to minimize the
impact on ratepayers.8 The resolution in part calls for “states to continue to evaluate and
analyze key electric vehicle adoption issues with an emphasis on the core responsibilities of
public utilities, a specific focus on the efficient integration of electric vehicles and charging
infrastructure into their systems, the avoidance of adverse impacts on the system from
electric vehicle loads, the development of alternative rate designs if appropriate, the
adaptation of distribution planning to minimize system risks and provide the opportunity for
longer term system and cost benefits for their ratepayers, and the equitable sharing of any
costs and benefits.”

Comments of the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel, Case No. 9478, March 27, 2018,
https://webapp.psc.state.md.us/newIntranet/Casenum/NewIndex3_VOpenFile.cfm?FilePath=C:\Casenum\94009499\9478\\37.pdf.
8 National Association of Utility Consumer Advocates, Resolution 2018-02, Urging the Adoption of Policies and
Regulations to Protect Ratepayers as Electric Vehicle Adoption Rates Increase, June 25, 2018.
7
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3. A Consumer Advocate’s Perspective on the Future of
Transportation Electrification
By Jenifer Bosco, John Howat and John W. Van Alst,9 National Consumer Law Center10

Introduction
This chapter of the report examines the implications of transportation electrification for
consumers, particularly for low-income households,11 and explores policy approaches to
addressing equity and access concerns.
There are potential opportunities for low-income consumers to benefit from transportation
electrification, including lower fuel and maintenance costs, improved environmental quality,
health benefits associated with improved air quality, and expanded transportation options. 12 At
the same time, many consumers and low-income households already struggle to pay for basic
necessities including utility and transportation expenses. 13 In 2015, almost one in three
households reported facing challenges in paying energy bills or adequately heating or cooling
their homes,14 and low-income families spent almost 15 percent of their income on
transportation in 2014. 15
Transportation electrification must proceed in an equitable way. The broader adoption of
electric vehicles (EVs) will require new resources and investments to pay for infrastructure and
to implement new programs and new rate design. Currently, most decisions about
infrastructure investments are being made in state utility commission proceedings and state
legislatures. At the state level, stakeholders are still in the process of deciding which
investments are needed to advance other state transportation and environmental policies, and
how these investments will be funded. In utility commission proceedings, several states have
allowed for some portion of transportation electrification investment costs to be passed along
to consumers through electricity rates. The extent to which low-income ratepayers and families
realize benefits and are not exposed to financial risks of transportation electrification are
Olivia Wein, NCLC Staff Attorney, and Ana Girón-Vives, NCLC Research Assistant, contributed to this report.
Since 1969, the nonprofit National Consumer Law Center® (NCLC®) has used its expertise in consumer law and
energy policy to work for consumer justice and economic security for low-income and other disadvantaged people in
the United States through policy analysis and advocacy, publications, litigation, and training. www.nclc.org
11 While this essay addresses some general ratepayer concerns, it focuses primarily on low-income households and
families.
12 Union of Concerned Scientists, Going from Pump to Plug: Adding Up the Savings from Electric Vehicles (2017).
13 For example, see American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Lifting the High Energy Burden in America’s
Largest Cities: How Energy Efficiency Can Improve Low Income and Underserved Communities (April 2016); The Pew
Charitable Trusts, Payday Lending in America: Who Borrows, Where They Borrow, and Why (July 2012) (finding that
utility bills and other recurring expenses are the predominant reason that low-income consumers resort to using high
interest payday loans).
14 U.S. Energy Information Institute, Residential Energy Consumer Survey, One in three U.S. households faced
challenges in paying energy bills in 2015 (Oct. 31, 2017).
15 Household Expenditures and Income, Balancing family finances in today’s economy, Pew Charitable Trusts (March
2016).
9

10
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dependent on a broad range of regulatory, legislative, private sector, consumer investment,
policy and program design decisions. With transportation electrification technologies in their
infancy, it is critical that public policy decision-making appropriately capture equity and risk
mitigation considerations at the outset, rather than scrambling later to rectify problems created
by early actions.
The transition to increased transportation electrification should proceed in a manner that
recognizes these realities and is consistent with equity,16 consumer protection, sound electric
utility rate design, and fair infrastructure investment cost allocation. As the pace of change in
transportation accelerates, we should promote positive outcomes for low-income consumers
through new programs, rate designs, and cost allocations that support equity and a smooth
transition to cleaner and less expensive energy and transportation systems. While this essay
specifically discusses low-income consumers and their needs, much of the discussion and
recommendations would be broadly applicable and could benefit all consumers.
Our analysis of the potential benefits and costs of transportation electrification for low-income
consumers, and possible policy solutions, flows from the following principles. In order to ensure
that the transition to transportation electrification is carried out in a way that is equitable and
allows benefits and costs to be allocated fairly, transportation electrification policy should aim
to achieve the following:
•

Increase transportation access and security for low-income consumers. Already,
disproportionately fewer low-income consumers own vehicles than do higherincome consumers. Over the coming decades, as higher-income consumers begin to
purchase EVs, low-income consumers will still be more likely to lack access to any
type of car. Low-income consumers also will be less likely to find car ownership
affordable, even as EV prices match the price of internal combustion vehicles.
However, solutions other than individual car ownership may best address the
transportation needs of some low-income communities. For instance, the most
immediate direct benefits to low-income families who do not own or lease cars may

Equity defies easy definition, but for the purposes of this essay, we use a concept of equity similar to the following
description by the World Health Organization: “Equity is the absence of avoidable or remediable differences among
groups of people, whether those groups are defined socially, economically, demographically, or geographically.”
World Health Organization, Health Systems, Equity, http://www.who.int/healthsystems/topics/equity/en/. Equity
aims for fairness through leveling the playing field. As described by the Annie E. Casey Foundation in its Race Equity
and Inclusion Action Guide, “Equity involves trying to understand and give people what they need to enjoy full,
healthy lives. Equality, in contrast, aims to ensure that everyone gets the same things in order to enjoy full, healthy
lives. Like equity, equality aims to promote fairness and justice, but it can only work if everyone starts from the same
place and needs the same things.” The Annie E. Casey Foundation, Race Equity and Inclusion Action Guide, Embracing
Equity: 7 Steps to Advance and Embed Race Equity and Inclusion Within Your Organization (Jan. 8, 2015),
http://www.aecf.org/resources/race-equity-and-inclusion-action-guide/.
16
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come from policies that increase the use of EVs17 in public transportation and
support affordable ride-hailing and car-sharing services. Greater access to
transportation can help low-income families to achieve their employment and
education goals.18
•

Equitably allocate costs and benefits for low-income consumers. EVs and related
technology should be accessible to low-income consumers in ways that address the
mobility needs of diverse low-income individuals and households. Energy and
transportation cost savings should be shared equitably as well. Costs must be
allocated fairly through careful rate design and program design decisions.
Policymakers should shield low-income consumers from unaffordable rate
increases, design incentive programs in ways that spread the benefits to low-income
consumers, and implement fair methods of funding deployment of charging
infrastructure as well as transportation infrastructure such as roads, bike paths and
bridges. To the extent possible, investments should be funded through sources
other than electric rates.

•

Reduce air pollution. Low-income communities are disproportionately burdened
with pollution from power generation and transportation sources. 19 Transportation
electrification should be implemented in a way that is consistent with other state,
regional and federal emissions reduction goals, addresses the environmental justice
concerns of vulnerable communities and provides public health benefits. Carbon
emissions are similarly harmful to low-income households and communities, since
climate change is anticipated to disproportionately impact low-income consumers.20
Low-income communities and consumers will have fewer resources at their disposal
to mitigate the effects of increasingly volatile weather brought on by climate
change. Addressing climate change is therefore a consumer justice issue.

For the purposes of this essay, we refer to both battery EVs (vehicles that do not contain an internal combustion
engine, with all power provided by a battery that must be charged by an external source) and plug-in hybrid vehicles
as EVs.
18 See Rolf Pendall, Christopher R. Hayes, Taz George, and Zachary J. McDade, Driving to Opportunity: Understanding
the Links among Transportation Access, Residential Outcomes, and Economic Opportunity for Housing Voucher
Recipients, The Urban Institute (March 31, 2014). https://www.urban.org/research/publication/driving-opportunityunderstanding-links-among-transportation-access-residential-outcomes-and-economic-opportunity-housing-voucherrecipients
19 Michelle L. Bell and Keita Ebisu, Environmental Inequality in Exposures to Airborne Particulate Matter Components
in the United States, Environmental Health Perspectives, National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Aug. 10, 2012, ehponline.org (documenting racial and income disparities in exposures to specific
particulate pollutants linked to cardiovascular disease, asthma, and cancer); Gregory C. Pratt, Monika L. Vadali, Dorian
L. Kvale, and Kristie M. Ellickson, Traffic, Air Pollution, Minority and Socio-Economic Status: Addressing Inequities in
Exposure and Risk, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health, 2015 May.
20 Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, The World Economic and Social Survey 2016:
Climate Change Resilience — an Opportunity for Reducing Inequalities (2016).
17
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Here, we follow these principles as we discuss the questions that this report addresses, with a
focus on addressing the need for consumer protections and to provide equity and access for
low-income consumers with respect to electrified transport.

1. What are the potential benefits and risks of transportation electrification —
to electric utilities, to retail electricity customers and to society?
Utility Company Benefits
Potential benefits of transportation electrification have been identified by a wide range of
observers.21 Utilities are expected by some to realize increased revenues as they sell more
electricity. In some scenarios, capacity factor22 may be improved if most drivers charge their EVs
during off-peak hours, which could increase revenues without creating a need for new
generation.23 Increased usage is projected by some industry analysts to occur as EV use becomes
more widespread, at least in the longer term after the required infrastructure investments have
been made.24 Current EV drivers appear to charge their vehicles in the ways that had been
anticipated and encouraged through pilot programs, primarily charging vehicles at home during
off-peak hours.25 The timing of and extent to which utility sales increase, and whether new
generation capacity is required to accommodate new load, are dependent on a number of
uncertain factors, including rates of adoption and charging behaviors. The timing and extent of
rate reduction benefits are similarly speculative and also are based on numerous factors,
including charging rates and cost recovery provisions approved by regulators.
Over the past three decades, many environmental quality and consumer advocates have
focused attention on programs and policies intended to reduce electricity usage and demand. 26
These advocacy efforts were based on the assumption that reduced usage would lessen the
need for new investment in environmentally harmful and expensive electric generation and
transmission. Recently, with rapid improvements in renewable energy and electricity storage
Fitzgerald, Garrett and Chris Nelder, From Gas to Grid: Building Charging Infrastructure to Power Electric Vehicle
Demand, Rocky Mountain Institute (2017).
22 The ratio of the electrical energy produced by a generating unit for the period of time considered to the electrical
energy that could have been produced at continuous full power operation during the same period. EIA:
https://www.eia.gov/tools/glossary/index.php?id=C.
23 Smart Electric Power Alliance, Utilities and Electric Vehicles — The Case for Managed Charging (April 2017).
24 Cooper, Adam & Schefter, Kellen, Edison Electric Institute, Plug-in Electric Vehicle Sales Forecast Through 2025 and
the Charging Infrastructure Required (June 2017),
http://www.edisonfoundation.net/iei/publications/Documents/IEI_EEI%20PEV%20Sales%20and%20Infrastructure%2
0thru%202025_FINAL%20(2).pdf.
25 For instance, in 2013, the Department of Energy’s EV Project determined that Nissan Leaf owners charged their
vehicles at home about 74 percent of the time, and Chevrolet Volt owners used home charging about 80 percent of
the time. Idaho National Laboratory, The EV Project, How Do the EV Project Participants Feel about Charging their EV
at Home? (Feb. 2015), https://avt.inl.gov. As part of the Maryland EV Pilot Program, over 90 percent of the
participating customers charged their EVs at off-peak times. Note that the pilot had only 101 participants. Pepco,
Grid-Related Costs Associated with EV Charging, MD PSC Public Conference - PC-43 (July 14, 2016) (citing data from
EPRI, Pepco Demand Management Pilot for Plug-In Vehicle Charging in Maryland: Final Report—Results, Insights, and
Customer Metrics (May 5, 2016)).
26 See, e.g., National Resources Defense Council, NRDC Fact Sheet -- Strong U.S. Energy Efficiency Standards: Decades
of Using Energy Smarter (Dec. 2014); National Housing Trust, Partnering for Success: An Action Guide for Advancing
Utility Energy Efficiency Funding for Multifamily Rental Housing (March 2013).
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technologies and economics, both clean energy advocates and electric utilities have developed
and promoted the concept of beneficial electrification, predicated on the assumption that on
balance, emissions of carbon and other air pollutants will be reduced by replacing direct-fueled
combustion equipment and appliances currently powered by fossil fuels with ones that run on
electricity that is increasingly powered by wind and solar resources. 27
Electrification of transportation is at the epicenter of the beneficial electrification movement,
with decarbonization complementing energy efficiency and conservation efforts, and utilities
eying a return to more robust sales and revenues after a period of slow or negative growth. 28
Beneficial electrification objectives are highly laudable. Further, as one potential benefit, it is
arguably in the interest of low-income electricity consumers to forestall the so-called “utility
death spiral,” brought on by the cycle of higher-income consumers taking advantage of
heightened end-use efficiencies and access to non-utility generating and storage resources,
reduced utility revenues, increasing retail electric rates, and flight of those customers with
capacity to dramatically decrease reliance on the utility grid. For low-income consumers, the
death spiral concern is that, as the last to gain access to state-of-the-art electricity efficiency,
management and generation technologies, they will remain grid-reliant and be saddled with an
ever-increasing share of operation and maintenance costs.
Utility Company Risks
Rapid proliferation of EVs will create new, sizable loads on the electric grid. As EVs become more
commonly used, the increased demand for electricity, unmanaged charging, and the increased
use of DC fast chargers could increase utility costs of operating and maintaining the grid. 29
Preparing for and managing these loads will require careful planning and, in many instances,
investment in new generation, transmission and distribution capacity. For example, transmission
upgrades may be required in some regions to bring new sources of renewable energy into a
region to power transportation electrification. Upgrades to transformers and equipment
required to operate individual distribution circuits will be necessary to accommodate new
charging loads. Digital communication and sensors will be needed to accommodate vehicle-togrid integration and, where it does not currently exist, advanced metering infrastructure is
required to implement time-sensitive charging rates.30
Utility system planners are faced with additional risks and uncertainties. Assumptions and
estimates regarding EV adoption rates and owner/operator charging behaviors will be required
for making investment decisions. Deficiencies in the interoperability of new distribution

See, e.g., Colburn, “Beneficial Electrification: A Growth Opportunity,” Regulatory Assistance Project (Feb. 1, 2017).
http://www.raponline.org/blog/beneficial-electrification-a-growth-opportunity/
28 Wood, Lisa, Ross Hemphill, John Howat, Ralph Cavanagh, Severin Borenstein, Jeff Deason, and Lisa C Schwartz.
Recovery of Utility Fixed Costs: Utility, Consumer, Environmental and Economist Perspectives. Ed. Lisa C Schwartz.
Future Electric Utility Regulation report No. 5. (2016). https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur/
29 Smart Electric Power Alliance, Utilities and Electric Vehicles — The Case for Managed Charging (April 2017); M.J.
Bradley & Assoc. and Georgetown Climate Center, Utility Investment in Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure: Key
Regulatory Considerations (Nov. 2017).
30 See, e.g., Hopkins, et al., Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership, Northeastern Regional Assessment of Strategic
Electrification, pp. 58 – 60 (July 2017).
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equipment, and potential for obsolescence before investments are recovered, pose additional
risks.
Tools for managing EV charging include time-of-use (TOU) rates.31 TOU rates can incentivize EV
charging during overnight hours or other times when there is excess power generation on the
grid. However, some consumers may not be familiar with TOU rates or may not be interested.
For instance, the average monthly savings of $7.43 per month in the Maryland EV Pilot Program
was satisfactory for most pilot participants, but may not be enough of an attractive incentive for
some consumers.32 Although it will likely benefit utilities and some consumers to shift load
through TOU rates, proactive consumer uptake of TOU rate offerings (opt-in) may remain
weak.33 Even among EV owners in California, not all have taken advantage of the opt-in TOU
rates offered by utilities. 34 If these early adopters of EV technology are the tech-savvy target
market for TOU rates, the lack of full uptake among this group may indicate a lack of consumer
interest generally.
TOU rates may be confusing to many consumers, 35 and there is a limited amount of data36 to
show whether low-income consumers have benefited from TOU rates to date or are able to
change their consumption in a significant way (see Section 5). For residential charging, offering
the option of an EV-only TOU rate (along with a separate meter) may provide a more targeted
way to manage EV charging without requiring the customer to sign up for a whole-house TOU
rate. Workplace charging during times of high renewable energy production also may provide
opportunities for special rates or creative measures for managing EV charging loads.
Another potential risk to utilities is the possibility of a mismatch between distributed energy
generation and the charging needs of EV operators. Much EV rate design discussion has focused
on shifting consumers to TOU rates to encourage overnight charging. However, in areas of high
solar PV adoption such as California and Hawaii, there may be a need to increase electricity
usage during times of peak solar generation. 37 Rate design may help to address this issue. For
instance, Hawaiian Electric Companies introduced a TOU rate at DC fast chargers operated by
Using EVs as storage resources through vehicle-to-grid technology, or V2G, is currently in an early stage of
development but may eventually provide utilities with another resource for balancing the grid. See Smart Electric
Power Alliance, Utilities and Electric Vehicles — Evolving to Unlock Grid Value (March 2018).
32 Pepco, Grid-Related Costs Associated with EV Charging, MD PSC Public Conference - PC-43 (July 14, 2016) (citing
data from EPRI, Pepco Demand Management Pilot for Plug-In Vehicle Charging in Maryland: Final Report—Results,
Insights, and Customer Metrics (May 5, 2016)).
33 See, e.g., Cappers, P., et al. 2016. Time-of-Use as a Default Rate for Residential Customers: Issues and Insights.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, LBNL-1005704, pp. xix - xxii. In a 2012 – 2013 consumer behavior study of
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, researchers found that even with substantial market research and recruitment,
only 19.5 percent of a sample of 10,865 residential customers volunteered to take an optional TOU rate.
34 For instance, although California EV drivers have access to TOU rates, not all drivers take advantage of them. See
Union of Concerned Scientists, Going from Pump to Plug — Adding Up the Savings from Electric Vehicles (2017).
35 The need to provide clear and simple information to consumers when implementing new methods of pricing
distribution services is discussed in Distribution System Pricing With Distributed Energy Resources. Ryan Hledik & Jim
Lazar, Distribution System Pricing With Distributed Energy Resources, Ed. Lisa C. Schwartz, Future Electric Utility
Regulation report No. 4 (2016), https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur.
36 Exceptions are discussed in Section 5, including Cappers, P., C.A. Spurlock, A. Todd, and L. Jin. 2016. Experiences of
Vulnerable Residential Customer Subpopulations with Critical Peak Pricing. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
LBNL-1006294.
37 Timotej Gavrilovic, GTM Research, The Impact of Electric Vehicles on the Grid (Oct. 2016).
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the utility, which is designed to encourage customers to use these charging stations during
sunny hours of the day when excess generation from solar is available on the grid. 38
Residential Electricity Customer Benefits
Increased sales have the potential to benefit residential utility customers by spreading utility
costs over more kilowatt-hours, eventually lowering electric rates charged for all consumers.
For EV owners, the savings could be greater. For instance, in its analysis of utility service areas in
California, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania, M.J. Bradley &
Associates projects that for EV owners, the benefits of reduced electricity rates plus reduced
costs of operating and maintaining an EV will provide savings in the range of $300 to $800
annually by 2035.39 Further, according to some projections, the financial benefits of EVs are
forecast to exceed the costs of infrastructure investment after 2030. 40
In the coming years, consumers who own or lease EVs may be able to take advantage of
emerging uses of distributed energy resource, such as charging EVs with renewable energy
generated through a local microgrid41 or selling excess energy through vehicle-to-grid
technology.42
However, EV savings projections are highly speculative at this point in time, particularly in light
of the infancy of transportation electrification technologies. Electricity ratepayer benefits
through increased transportation sales are undeniably speculative and pushed off into the
future. Shielding ratepayers — particularly those already faced with tremendous cash flow
challenges — from utility investment risk requires regulators to be cautious with unconditional
cost recovery pre-approvals and to demonstrate willingness to defer portions of such cost
recovery contingent on realization of projected benefits.
Residential Electricity Customer Risks
The carbon-reduction benefits of increased electrification of transportation and appliances such
as natural gas water heaters will not accrue without careful resource planning and attention to
rate design. Figure 3-1 illustrates that in much of the United States, the electricity generation
mix continues to be dominated by power plants that burn fossil fuels, particularly at the margin
and at times of peak demand.
Hawaiian Electric Companies, “EV drivers will have more choice when using Hawaiian Electric Companies fast
chargers” (News Release) (Nov. 29, 2017).
39 Ceres and M.J. Bradley & Assoc., Accelerating Investment in Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure: Estimated
Needs in Selected Utility Service Territories in Seven States (Nov. 2017),
https://www.mjbradley.com/sites/default/files/Ceres_PEVinfraAnalysis_120617.pdf. An analysis by Energy +
Environmental Economics also predicts a financial benefit for ratepayers in the AEP Ohio service area. Energy +
Environmental Economics, Cost-Benefit Analysis of Plug-in Electric Vehicle Adoption in the AEP Ohio Service Territory
(April 2017), https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/E3-AEP-EV-Final-Report-4_28.pdf.
40 M.J. Bradley & Assoc. and Georgetown Climate Center, Utility Investment in Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure:
Key Regulatory Considerations (Nov. 2017); Ceres and M.J. Bradley & Assoc., Accelerating Investment in Electric
Vehicle Charging Infrastructure: Estimated Needs in Selected Utility Service Territories in Seven States (Nov. 2017.
41 Such projects can be designed to benefit low-income or moderate-income customers, such as the Marcus Garvey
Village Microgrid in Brooklyn, NY, which aims to provide affordable energy for low-income tenants. Demand Energy,
“Marcus Garvey Village Microgrid” Fact Sheet (2017).
42 Siddiq Khan & Shruti Vaidyanathan, Alliance to Save Energy, Strategies for Integrating Electric Vehicles into the Grid
(Feb. 2018).
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Figure 3-1. Daily generation mix in New England, New York and Mid-Atlantic, Nov. 1, 2017 to Jan. 20,
2018.
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)

These graphs illustrate that during the high-demand period of an extreme cold snap in the
Eastern United States in January 2018, the New England, New York and Mid-Atlantic electricity
system operators dramatically increased the dispatch of oil- and coal-fired generation resources.
Absent the continued transition to a cleaner generating mix and rate design that promotes
vehicle charging during periods when fossil-fired generation – particularly from coal and oil – are
minimally required or not required, carbon reduction benefits of transportation electrification
will be compromised.
A primary concern for consumer advocates is the need to spread the benefits of transportation
electrification to all consumers, including low-income consumers, communities of color, elders
and vulnerable populations. With any new technology, there is potential for inequity and lack of
access, where benefits go primarily to well-off first adopters or to higher income consumers.
Disparities can linger even as the use of a new technology becomes entrenched. For instance,
many low-income and rural households still lack access to broadband internet service, and this
digital divide limits education and employment opportunities in these communities. 43
As noted earlier, transportation electrification may reduce electric rates over time. But in the
short term, utilities are investing in charging station infrastructure, and have in some instances
already received approval to pass some of these initial costs along to ratepayers in the form of
increased electric rates. Currently, such impacts appear to be small, and at some point in the
coming years, the downward pressure on rates could be significant enough to balance out the
costs of infrastructure buildout. 44 However, low-income households already struggle to pay for
utilities and other basic needs, and the average price of electricity has been creeping higher over

Politico, The Digital Divide — A Special Report (Feb. 2018).
Ceres and M.J. Bradley & Assoc., Accelerating Investment in Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure: Estimated
Needs in Selected Utility Service Territories in Seven States (Nov. 2017).
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the past decade.45 Consumer advocates have stressed the need to carefully consider the costs of
investments and to minimize the impact on ratepayers.46 With thoughtful planning, rate design
and program design policies can be put in place to shield low-income consumers from
unaffordable short-term rate increases and to spread transportation electrification benefits to
all ratepayers (see Section 4). Further, as noted above, unconditional pre-approvals of significant
infrastructure investments can be limited, and recovery can be made contingent upon
realization of projected benefits. In light of potential benefits of transportation electrification,
state and federal legislative action may be required to address issues of allocation of investment
risk.
For low-income EV drivers who charge their vehicles at home, strong protections will be needed
to preserve their access to electricity. Low-income consumers struggle to afford utility service
and live with the risk of energy insecurity, as depicted in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The termination of
electricity service is a serious problem for low-income communities.47 This burden
disproportionately falls on people of color, and data show that utility disconnections are more
frequent among low-income African American ratepayers than among similarly situated lowincome white ratepayers. 48

Figure 3-2.Households experiencing household energy insecure situations, 2015, percent of households.
Source: U.S. EIA, Residential Energy Consumption Survey 2015.

U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Electricity per KWH in U.S. city average, average price, not seasonally
adjusted, 2008-2018 (Feb. 2018). https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/APU000072610?data_tool=XGtable.
46 See, e.g., National Association of Utility Consumer Advocates, Resolution 2018-02, Urging the Adoption of Policies
and Regulations to Protect Ratepayers as Electric Vehicle Adoption Rates Increase (June 25, 2018); Comments of the
Maryland Office of People’s Counsel on the Petition for Implementation of a Statewide Electric Vehicle Portfolio,
Maryland PSC Case No. 9478 (March 27, 2018).
47 NAACP Environmental and Climate Justice Program, Lights Out in the Cold: Reforming Utility Shut-Off Policies as if
Human Rights Matter (March 2017).
48 John Howat, National Consumer Law Center, Racial Disparities in Disconnection of Vital Home Electricity Service
(2015).
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Figure 3-3. Household energy insecurity by household characteristics, 2015, percent of households.
Source: U.S. EIA, Residential Energy Consumption Survey 2015

Societal Benefits
As noted above, transportation electrification has the potential to lower electricity rates. For
low-income consumers, a reduction in their disproportionately high energy burden49 could free
up resources to pay for other essential needs. The overall reduction of energy costs, even for
those who do not own or drive EVs, is a significant benefit for these consumers and
communities.
A potential societal benefit is the possibility that EV charging can help balance electric load and
therefore provide a benefit to the electric grid. Transportation electrification could improve load
factor50 by shifting charging to times when generation output exceeds demand for electricity,
and managed charging of EVs may help align charging with periods of high solar, wind or other
renewable energy generation.51
Further, transportation electrification could spark the creation and adoption of improved rate
design. EV charging could also encourage the use of tools to shift load to off-peak times, such as
TOU rates, as discussed later in this chapter.
The public health and environmental benefits of transportation electrification have been
documented elsewhere, but we note that these benefits are particularly welcome and needed
for low-income communities. Low-income communities and communities of color are
disproportionately harmed by pollution and have suffered the negative health consequences of

American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Lifting the High Energy Burden in America’s Largest Cities: How
Energy Efficiency Can Improve Low Income and Underserved Communities (April 2016).
50 The ratio of the average load to peak load during a specified time interval. EIA:
https://www.eia.gov/tools/glossary/index.php?id=L.
51 Smart Electric Power Alliance, Utilities and Electric Vehicles — The Case for Managed Charging (April 2017). See
also, California Public Util. Comm., Rulemaking 13-11-007, 6th Joint IOU Electric Vehicle Load Research Report (Dec.
2017) (only minimal negative impacts on load found so far in California).
49
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living close to power plants, waste facilities, highways, and other sources of pollution. 52 The
transportation sector is currently the largest producer of carbon emissions nationally, 53 and
disadvantaged communities are potentially more vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate
change. Low-income individuals are less likely to have the resources available to afford climate
mitigation measures which could include home improvements, air conditioning, replacement of
damaged property after severe weather events, or relocating to a new home.54 Transportation
electrification, coupled with increased renewable energy generation, could help to reduce air
pollution and advance public health and environmental justice objectives in these
communities.55
Electrification may also reduce private and public transportation costs for consumers. This could
be the result of lower fuel costs, 56 lower maintenance costs, and perhaps eventually increased
vehicle longevity. These lower costs, when and if they occur, could free up money in the family
budget for other needs. Lower costs could allow some families currently without access to
transportation to either buy a used EV or use ride hailing or ride sharing services, and lower
costs could also allow for greater vehicle miles traveled by existing users. While all these
benefits are possible, the potential benefits are speculative at this point in time.
Societal Risks
If transportation electrification is implemented in an inequitable way, there is the risk of
perpetuating a two-tiered system where benefits are mainly enjoyed by higher-income
communities, and low-income consumers are the last remaining group to drive dirtier and more
expensive gasoline and diesel-fueled vehicles. Addressing equity and access concerns early in
this transition can help to ensure that the transition proceeds fairly. Inequitable results for lowincome consumers will harm these consumers and will also undermine public support.
While transportation electrification should lead to emissions reductions over time, regional
differences may exist where coal plants remain in operation and cleaner electricity production
lags. For instance, due to continued reliance on coal in the PJM territory, plug-in EVs were found
to cause overall emissions damage that significantly exceeded the emissions from gasolinepowered hybrid vehicles. However, EV-related emissions were predicted to decrease
dramatically by 2018, as coal-fired power plants continue to close.57

Pastor, Manuel et al., Journal of Urban Affairs, Vol. 23, Which came first? Toxic facilities, minority move-in, and
environmental justice (2001).
53 The transportation sector now produces 1.9 billion tons of carbon emissions per year, and the electric power sector
produces 1.8 billion tons of carbon emission per year. U.S. EIA, Total Energy Data Browser,
https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/browser/.
54 Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, The World Economic and Social Survey 2016:
Climate Change Resilience—an Opportunity for Reducing Inequalities (2016).
55 Addressing environmental justice concerns and preventing disproportionate harm in environmental justice
communities has previously been identified as a priority within federal transportation policy. U.S. Dept. of
Transportation, Updated Environmental Justice Order 5610.2(a) (May 2, 2012).
56 Michael Sivak and Brandon Schoettle, Relative Costs of Driving Electric and Gasoline Vehicles in the Individual U.S.
States (Jan. 2018) University of Michigan.
57 Allison Weis et al., Environmental Research Letters, Vol 11, Consequential life cycle air emissions externalities for
plug-in electric vehicles in the PJM interconnection (Feb. 9, 2016).
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Although highly variable by location, it is possible that increased electricity use in transportation
would lead to increased power plant emissions, and the resulting air pollution would have
harmful health impacts on nearby low-income and environmental justice communities.
Policymakers could avert this harm by ensuring that any increased power generation is
conducted in a way that would not adversely affect the health of residents in overburdened
communities.58
The electrification of transportation will not take place in a vacuum. Other major
transformations, from ride hailing and ride sharing to the growth of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs),
are occurring in conjunction with electrification. While these changes could increase mobility
options, they could also potentially reduce mobility options for some consumers. Lower-income
households are less likely to own a car, and that will likely remain true even as EVs become
more affordable. Car ownership incentives, such as rebates and tax incentives, may help some
low-income families to purchase EVs,59 but the scale of such programs is dwarfed by the number
of low-income families without a car or with an older, less efficient internal combustion engine
(ICE). Absent large-scale subsidies for low-income buyers, to the extent that low-income families
do get access to EVs, it will likely occur decades after early adopters avail themselves of the
benefits.
Many low-income families will use public transportation, ride hailing, car sharing, and other
modes of transportation or continue to suffer from a lack of transportation as they do currently.
These families who lack access to a car may benefit if electrification results in lower
transportation costs and greater access to transportation. However, there is a real risk that
these changing trends in transportation may speed the decline in public transportation ridership
and eventually a decrease in the availability of public transport. 60 While some of the decreases
in public transportation may be due to ride hailing and other developments, fuel prices can
certainly impact ridership on public transit. 61 To the extent EV adoption lowers fuel costs below
ICE vehicles, these lower costs may reduce ridership on public transportation. This may force
lower income families to rely on more expensive car ownership or ride hailing or ride sharing
modes of transport.
One of the most important benefits to low-income consumers of EVs is the possibility of
reduced transportation costs. If EVs lower costs, through greater reliability, lower maintenance
costs, and lower fuel costs, they will benefit low-income consumers by reducing their
transportation costs and increasing their ability to get and use a car. However, these same
factors may pose risks to society. Lower costs would likely also increase the number of vehicles,

Welch, Dan, Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, Electrified Transportation for All: How Electrification Can
Benefit Low-Income Communities (November 2017).
59 See, e.g., the California Clean Vehicle Rebate Project offers increased rebate amounts for consumers with income of
up to 300 percent of the federal poverty level, who purchase or lease a battery electric vehicle or plug-in hybrid.
https://cleanvehiclerebate.org/eng/income-eligibility
60 See, e.g., Steven R. Gehrke, Alison Felix & Timothy Reardon, Fare Choices, A Survey of Ride-hailing Passengers in
Metro Boston Report #1, Metropolitan Area Planning Council (Feb. 2018); Laura Bliss, What’s Behind Declining Transit
Ridership Nationwide? Citylab (Feb. 24, 2017).
61 Potential Impact of Gasoline Price Increases on U.S. Public Transportation Ridership, 2011 -2012, American Public
Transportation Association (March 14, 2011).
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vehicle miles traveled (VMT),62 and the size of vehicles.63 Such changes could decrease the
expected benefits of EVs. They could also exacerbate the creation of non-exhaust traffic-related
particulate matter from items such as tire, brake pad, and road surface wear from heavier
vehicles and more VMT, especially in high traffic areas.64 The negative impacts from these
increases may be disproportionately borne by low-income communities that live nearer to
roads.65
If there is an increase in VMT or the size of vehicles, it could cause an increase in the
maintenance cost of roads and bridges. Even if lower fuel costs for EVs do not result in higher
VMT or vehicle weights, increasing adoption of EVs will certainly affect the funding for
maintenance and building of transportation infrastructure. Currently almost half of road
infrastructure costs are paid for by federal and state gas taxes.66 A shift to EVs will necessitate
evolution of the funding mechanism for roads. Adding to the urgency is that even with the
current large percentage of ICEs on the road and the addition of almost as much general funding
as funding collected from road users, there is still currently a massive backlog in needed road
and bridge repairs.67 While there are several options to funding transportation infrastructure
with growing EV participation from taxing VMT to funding transportation infrastructure from
general revenue, there is a possibility that reliance on the gas tax may leave low-income car
owners, likely to be late adopters of EVs, paying a disproportionate share of infrastructure costs.

2. a. What roles should utilities versus competitive providers play in
accelerating deployment of EV infrastructure?
EV infrastructure investments must be pursued in a way that will lessen the impact on
ratepayers and shield struggling low-income ratepayers from unaffordable rate increases, while
providing sufficient infrastructure to support broad adoption of EVs.
Utility infrastructure investment models may be described as falling into three categories: makeready installation, utility ownership of charging stations, and hybrid models such as rebates for

See U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, Fact #906: Jan. 4, 2016 VMT and
the Price of Gasoline Typically Move in Opposition. https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/fact-906-january-4-2016vmt-and-price-gasoline-typically-move-opposition
63 Nate Wheatley, Do High Gas Prices Sell Small Cars? Performance: An Empirical Study of the Impact of Fuel Prices on
Automotive Sales, The Park Place Economist, Volume XVII (2010).
https://digitalcommons.iwu.edu/parkplace/vol18/iss1/16. But see Benjamin Leard, Joshua Linn, How Do Gasoline
Prices Affect New Vehicle Sales? Resources for the Future blog (Feb. 3, 2016) (finding that vehicle sales respond more
to rising prices than falling prices).
64 See, Theodoros Grigoratos and Giorgio Martini, Brake wear particle emissions: a review, Environmental science and
pollution research international 2015; 22: 2491–2504, Published online Oct 17, 2014,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11356-014-3696-8; Theodoros Grigoratos and Giorgio Martini, Non-exhaust traffic related
emissions. Brake and tyre wear PM, JRC Science and Policy Reports (2014),
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC89231/jrc89231-online%20final%20version%202.pdf.
65 Gregory M. Rowangould, A Census of the US Near-Roadway Population: Public Health and Environmental Justice
Considerations, Transportation Research Part D: Transport and Environment, Volume 25 (December 2013), pages 5967.
66 Tony Dutzik, Gideon Weissman, and Phineas Baxandall, Who Pays for Roads? How the “Users Pay” Myth Gets in the
Way of Solving America’s Transportation Problems, Frontier Group and U.S. PIRG Education Fund, Spring 2015.
67 American Society of Civil Engineer’s 2017 Infrastructure Report Card.
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the installation of private and public charging equipment.68 A make-ready investment model
allows the utility company to install the wiring that would be needed for a charging station, but
would leave the charging station installation and operations to another company or other
entity.69 Utility ownership of charging stations raises issues for regulators around the role of the
utility, infrastructure needs, and how costs are to be allocated to ratepayers.70
Whether utility investment in infrastructure is needed to ensure that low-income communities
and residents of multi-family dwellings71 are served, or whether third-party ownership should be
favored to avoid passing along costs to nonparticipants in electric rates and to promote
competition, is an open question. In general, we believe that it is in the public interest to take an
approach that limits utility investments and the resulting financial impacts on low-income
ratepayers. However, there are approaches to each model that could help achieve the policy
objective of assisting low-income consumers and communities.
Any utility investment, whether in make-ready infrastructure or in the ownership and operation
of charging stations, will need careful scrutiny to ensure that investment costs do not add an
unaffordable burden for low-income ratepayers. Several approaches could help lessen the
impact on low-income consumers:
•
•

•
•
•

Bill payment assistance programs to reduce the burden on vulnerable customers
(see responses to questions 4 and 6 in this essay)
Separate EV charging rates, possibly accompanied by separate meters, to spread a
manageable amount of early or initial costs among EV drivers, but at a rate that is
not so high that it would serve as a disincentive to low- and moderate-income
drivers as they consider whether to drive EVs
TOU rates and other rate design options that would optimize charging times and
help lower the cost of electricity for all consumers
Incentivizing infrastructure for public transportation and school buses, as a way to
spread benefits to vulnerable communities
Where beneficial, installing charging stations that can be used by low-income
communities and low-income residents of multi-family dwellings

M.J. Bradley & Assoc., Accelerating the Electric Vehicle Market: Potential Roles of Electric Utilities in the Northeast
and Mid-Atlantic States (March 2017).
69Fitzgerald, Garrett and Chris Nelder. From Gas to Grid: Building Charging Infrastructure to Power Electric Vehicle
Demand. Rocky Mountain Institute, (October 2017), https://www.rmi.org/insights/reports/from_gas_to_grid
70 For instance, Massachusetts law allows utilities to seek cost recovery for infrastructure investments, and the
Department of Public Utilities would approve such proposals “only if a proposal is in the public interest, meets a need
regarding the advancement of electric vehicles in the commonwealth and does not hinder the development of the
competitive electric vehicle charging market.” Mass. Gen. Laws c. 25A, sec. 16(f).
71 National Resources Defense Council, Issue Brief: Guiding Principles for Utility Programs to Accelerate Transportation
Electrification (Aug. 2017).
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Programs to increase private installation and ownership of charging stations, such as rebates or
subsidies for installations at homes or businesses, could include incentives to serve the needs of
low-income communities. Such initiatives could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Targeted subsidies or incentives to install charging stations in underserved areas
Fair pricing of electricity at privately-owned charging stations
Providing charging station access to all EV drivers without requiring subscription
fees72
Promoting interoperability, so that purchasers of used EVs have access to these
charging stations
Other programs to increase access to vehicles for low-income consumers such as
subsidized car sharing programs73

Public utility commission orders, regulations or legislation may be needed to advance these
policies.

2. b. What infrastructure investments are others making, and how should
utilities complement those investments?
Electrify America plans to invest $2 billion by 2027, with $800 million invested in California and
the rest to be invested nationally. The charging stations will use non-proprietary charging
technology.74 In contrast, Tesla’s national network of DC fast charging (DCFC) stations use
proprietary technology, and at this time the charging stations cannot be used by non-Tesla
vehicles.75
Over $2.9 billion from the Volkswagen emissions settlement is allocated for states to use for
non-consumer purposes such as school buses, freight trucks and industrial equipment. Of these
funds, 15 percent may be used to install, operate and maintain publicly available EV charging
stations as determined by each state.76 Plans for these settlement funds, which are in addition
to funds used for the Electrify America investments, are still being developed by individual
states.77 States may choose to use the settlement funds for investments that will further access,
equity and environmental justice policies.

Mass. Gen. Laws c. 25A, sec. 16(b).
Illinois Citizens Utility Bd., The ABCs of EVs: A Guide for Policy Makers and Consumer Advocates (2017).
74 https://www.electrifyamerica.com.
75 https://www.tesla.com.
76 U.S. v. Volkswagen AG et al, Case No. 3:16-cv-00295, Environmental Mitigation Trust Agreement for State
Beneficiaries, Appx. D-2: Eligible Mitigation Actions and Mitigation Action Expenditures (Oct. 2, 2017).
77 National Assoc. of Clean Air Agencies, Volkswagen Settlement Information State and Local Agency Links and
Programs, http://4cleanair.org/Volkswagen_Settlement_Information.
72
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Other sources of infrastructure investment may include states that opt to use funds from
emissions cap and trade programs for EV infrastructure. 78 For example, Delaware has used a
portion of its Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative funds for EV infrastructure, though on a
relatively small scale.79 California’s governor has proposed using the state’s cap and trade funds
for charging infrastructure, in addition to utility and other investments being made in the
state.80
Federal government funding for infrastructure, available through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, supported infrastructure investments until the program expired in 2013.
Elsewhere, local and national governments have funded or supported charging stations in a
number of countries, including China, Japan, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Germany, the
United Kingdom and Canada.81
Utility investment should be deployed in ways that will maximize the societal benefits of these
other investment sources. The equitable allocation of resources to benefit low-income
communities, communities with environmental justice concerns, and other vulnerable
communities could be accelerated by combining utility resources and private resources with
these other sources of support.

3. Who will use EVs — and how?
Many potential variables that are difficult to predict may influence EV adoption and usage such
as fuel prices, improvements in EV technology, subsidies for EV acquisition or operating costs,
interest rates, taxation, the rise of AVs, regulatory or legislative requirements, and general
economic conditions. These and other factors will not only influence who uses EVs — and how
— but could also influence the speed of EV adoption and demographic differences in adoption.
A review of existing vehicle ownership and usage, emerging trends in transportation, and the
speed and demographics of adoption of EVs to this point can provide insight into some of the
more likely possibilities of EV usage in the future. It is also helpful to become familiar with the
current inequities and abuses in the private ICE vehicle market in the United States, to support
efforts to minimize such problems in the EV market.

While some states could choose to allocate new sources of cap and trade funds in this way, we do not suggest that
states shift funds from existing investments in energy efficiency, bill payment assistance, and other beneficial
programs. See, e.g., The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, The Investment of RGGI Proceeds in 2015 (October
2017).
79 The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, The Investment of RGGI Proceeds in 2015 (October 2017).
80 State of California, 2018-2019 Governor’s Budget Summary, Climate Change (January 2018),
http://www.ebudget.ca.gov/2018-19/pdf/BudgetSummary/ClimateChange.pdf.
81 Hall, Dale and Nic Lutsey, International Council on Clean Transportation, Emerging Best Practices for Electric Vehicle
Charging Infrastructure (October 2017).
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Vehicle Ownership and Usage
The United States has more than 250 million vehicles on the road,82 exceeding its roughly 220
million licensed drivers.83 The ratio of vehicles to households has been roughly 2-to-1 over the
past 20 years, with between 20,000 and 25,000 miles driven per household annually over the
last 30 years.84 This existing fleet of vehicles averaged 11.6 years old in 2016, reflecting a
relatively steady increase in vehicle age since 1996, when the average age of vehicles was 8.5
years old.85 Roughly 62 million vehicles are at least 16 years old. 86 Among low-income
households with access to a vehicle, the vehicle is likely to be older than those in higher-income
families.87 The age of vehicles currently in use indicates that any transition to EVs will proceed
slowly as cars are replaced at the end of their useful lifespans. Because low-income families
often drive older vehicles, they are likely to be among the last adopters.
Current Vehicle Ownership Among Low-Income Households
Although there are more cars than drivers, over 10 million U.S. households do not have a car
available for use.88 Low-income households are much less likely to own a vehicle.89 As Figures 34 and 3-5 show, very low-income households are the most likely to lack a vehicle.

National Transportation Statistics, Table 1-11: Number of U.S. Aircraft, Vehicles, Vessels, and Other Conveyances,
Bureau of Transportation Statistics.
https://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/publications/national_transportation_statistics/html/table_
01_11.html.
83 Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics 2016. www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/
84 Michael Sivak, “Has Motorization in The U.S. Peaked? Part 9: Vehicle Ownership and Distance Driven, 1984 To
2015,” University of Michigan Sustainable Worldwide Transportation Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2150 U.S.A. (Feb.
2017).
85 U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, National Transportation Statistics Table 1-26:
Average Age of Automobiles and Trucks in Operation in the United States.
https://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/publications/national_transportation_statistics/html/table_
01_26.html_mfd
86IHS Markit release. http://news.ihsmarkit.com/press-release/automotive/vehicles-getting-older-average-age-lightcars-and-trucks-us-rises-again-201
87 See Anna Yurko. From Consumer Incomes to Car Ages: How the Distribution of Income Affects the Distribution of
Vehicle Vintages, Working Paper (February 2009).
88 See Adie Tomer, Transit Access and Zero-Vehicle Households, Brookings Metropolitan Infrastructure Initiative Series
and Metropolitan Opportunity Series (Aug. 2011).
89 See Mike Maciag, Why Car-Free Cities Aren’t Right Around the Corner, Cities are trying to curb people’s driving
habits, but most Americans aren’t ready to give up their cars, Governing (Feb. 2015) (Low-income families often
remain carless due to unaffordability rather than by choice).
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Figure 3-4. People in Households Without a Vehicle, 2016.
Source: Steven Ruggles, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. Integrated Public Use Microdata
Series: Version 7.0 [dataset]. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota, 2017. https://doi.org/10.18128/D010.V7.0

Figure 3-5. Number of Vehicles and Drivers by Household Income, 2009.
Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 2009 National Household Travel Survey,
household file as of April 2013. http://nhts.ornl.gov
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Lower rates of vehicle ownership for low-income families is not surprising given the high cost of
cars. The average transaction price for new light vehicles for January 2018 was $36,270 90 and
the average retail price for a used vehicle in the third quarter of 2017 was $19,402. 91 The
American Automobile Association estimates that the average annual cost of a new vehicle
driven 15,000 miles per year is $8,469 and that the average annual cost of an EV is slightly lower
at $8,439.92
These costs are often greater for low-income families. Vehicle-related expenses not only
represent a greater portion of household income, but they are often greater on an absolute
dollar basis as well. Lower income families tend to drive older, less fuel-efficient cars with higher
fuel costs. These families often pay much higher vehicle financing costs, with interest rates
sometimes as much as 20 percent or 30 percent, even in the current low-interest rate market.
And lower income families often live in neighborhoods with higher car insurance rates.
Current Vehicle Ownership and Usage by Income, Race and Geographic Location
While ownership and usage of vehicles varies by income, it also varies by race (Figure 3-6).
Households of color have fewer assets than white households, but this difference is also due to
a market where people of color are charged higher interest rates to finance cars even when they
have the same credit worthiness, 93 are charged more for add-ons sold with vehicles,94 are

Average New-Car Prices Rise Nearly 4 Percent for January 2018 On Shifting Sales Mix (Feb. 1, 2018) Kelly Blue Book.
https://mediaroom.kbb.com/2018-02-01-Average-New-Car-Prices-Rise-Nearly-4-Percent-For-January-2018-OnShifting-Sales-Mix-According-To-Kelley-Blue-Book
91 Edmonds Used Vehicle Market Report Q3 (2017). https://static.ed.edmunds-media.com/unversioned/img/carnews/data-center/2017/nov/used-car-report-q3.pdf .
92 These figures include financing costs (interest) and depreciation but exclude payments made toward the capital
cost of the vehicle itself. Your Driving Costs, How much are you really paying to drive? (2017) American Automobile
Association. http://exchange.aaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/17-0013_Your-Driving-Costs-Brochure-2017FNL-CX-1.pdf
93 See, e.g., Ian Ayers, Expert Report (June 2004),
http://www.consumerlaw.org/issues/cocounseling/content/AHFCIanAyresReportExhibits.pdf; Cohen, Mark A.
“Imperfect Competition in Auto Lending: Subjective Markups, Racial Disparity, and Class Action Litigation,”
http://ssrn.com/abstract=951827; and CFPB enforcement activities at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/aboutus/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-to-hold-auto-lenders-accountable-for-illegal-discriminatorymarkup/. See also Delvin Davis, Non-Negotiable: Negotiation Doesn’t Help African Americans and Latinos on DealerFinanced Car Loans, Center for Responsible Lending (January 2014), http://www.responsiblelending.org/otherconsumer-loans/auto-financing/research-analysis/CRL-Auto-Non-Neg-Report.pdf (documenting self-reinforcing
nature of discriminatory pricing: if non-white customers are charged higher prices at many dealers, then F&I
managers may have less reason to negotiate with them as they may be forced to accept higher prices out of
necessity). See also Lisa Rice and Erich Schwartz Jr., Discrimination When Buying A Car, How The Color Of Your Skin
Can Affect Your Car-Shopping Experience, National Fair Housing Alliance, (January 2018) (testing showed that nonwhites were more often offered more costly pricing options than their white counterparts despite being more
qualified, whites were offered more financing options than non-whites, and dealers offered incentives, rebates, and
phone calls to personal contacts to bring down interest rates and car prices for white testers more often than they did
for non-white testers).
94 John W. Van Alst, Carolyn Carter, Marina Levy & Yael Shavit, Auto Add-Ons Add Up — How Dealer Discretion Drives
Excessive, Arbitrary, And Discriminatory Pricing, National Consumer Law Center, October 2017 (finding Hispanic
shoppers were charged higher prices than non-Hispanics for vehicle add-ons).
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charged more for insurance, 95 and are likely charged more for the vehicles themselves. 96 The
impacts of racism and poverty are likely to leave disproportionately more people of color
without access to a vehicle.

Figure 3-6. Households Without Access to a Vehicle by Race and Poverty, 2016.97
Source: Steven Ruggles, Katie Genadek, Ronald Goeken, Josiah Grover, and Matthew Sobek. Integrated Public Use
Microdata Series: Version 7.0 [dataset]. Minneapolis, MN: Univ. of Minnesota (2016).

Rural households are less likely to be carless households98 and may lack access to public
transportation. Drivers living in rural areas tend to drive more miles per day than those in more
populated areas.99

Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Lauren Kirchner and Surya Mattu, Minority Neighborhoods Pay Higher Car Insurance
Premiums Than White Areas with the Same Risk, ProPublica and Consumer Reports (April 5, 2017) (major insurers
charge minority neighborhoods as much as 30 percent more than other areas with similar accident costs).
96 Ian Ayres & Peter Siegelman, Race and Gender Discrimination in Bargaining for a New Car, The American Economic
Review, vol. 85, no. 3 (June 1995).
97 Poverty thresholds are updated each year by the Census Bureau. For more information, see
https://aspe.hhs.gov/frequently-asked-questions-related-poverty-guidelines-and-poverty.
98 Summary of Travel Trends, Vehicle, Use and Availability, Table 18., Distribution of Households by Household Vehicle
Availability and Population Density, 1990 and 1995 NPTS and 2001 and 2009 NHTS.
99 U.S. Dept. of Transportation Trends in travel behavior, 1969-2009, Federal Highway Administration (June 2011).
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Trends with the potential to impact EV adoption and usage include:
•
•

•

•

Car sharing - The growth of car sharing services like Zipcar and Car2Go have made it
easier for some households to own fewer or no cars.
Ride hailing - The growth of ride hailing services has the potential to dramatically
change the way people use transportation. So far, ride hailing appears to decrease
use of public transportation and increase VMT. 100
AVs - When they arrive in earnest, AVs may decrease individual vehicle ownership,
increase VMT, make charging infrastructure easier to develop, and decrease use of
public transportation.
Potential shifts to regressive fees and taxes to pay for transportation infrastructure Today the costs of building and maintaining roads is almost evenly split between
driver-specific taxes and fees and general tax revenues, but this funding has been
insufficient to maintain traffic infrastructure. Funding through user fees and taxes
such as sales taxes, driver taxes and other fees tends to be more regressive.
Increased reliance on toll road increases, user fees, private roads, congestion
pricing, fuel taxes, and other fees could impact EV adoption and the cost of both EV
and ICE vehicle usage.

If there is a transition from ICE to EVs, no matter what the speed of adoption, absent substantial
subsidies, it is likely that low-income consumers will be the last to switch. If EVs become
demonstrably cheaper to own and operate than ICEs, it will lower the value of existing ICEs,
making them more likely to be the vehicles purchased by low-income families.
Public Transportation
The amount of private VMT on public roads is at a record high,101 while ridership on public
transportation is declining despite increases in the U.S. population. 102 In many areas of the
country, public transportation riders are more likely to have lower incomes and to be people of
color.103

See, e.g., Regina R. Clewlow and Gouri Shankar Mishra, Disruptive Transportation: The Adoption, Utilization, and
Impacts of Ride-Hailing in the United States, Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis,
October 2017; Metropolitan Area Planning Council, Fare Choices — A Survey of Ride-Hailing Passengers in Metro
Boston, Report #1 (Feb. 2018) (documenting “transit substitution”).
101 3.2 Trillion Miles Driven on U.S. Roads In 2016, New Federal Data Show Drivers Set Historic New Record, U.S. DOT,
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Feb. 21, 2017.
102 http://www.apta.com/resources/statistics/Pages/ridershipreport.aspx
103 See, e.g., Monica Anderson, Who relies on public transit in the U.S., Pew Research Center, April 7, 2016,
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/04/07/who-relies-on-public-transit-in-the-u-s/ (Americans who are
lower-income, Black or Hispanic, immigrants or under 50 are especially likely to use public transportation on a regular
basis). See also Amanda Hess, Race, Class, and the Stigma of Riding the Bus in America, Citylab (July 10, 2012) (stating
that in Los Angeles, 92 percent of bus riders are people of color and their annual median household income is
$12,000).
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The decline in public transport ridership is probably attributable to falling fuel costs, the rise of
ride hailing and other factors. Since one of the expected benefits of EVs is reduced fuel costs, it
is especially important to ensure that efforts to speed the adoption of EVs are not detrimental
to public transport. Indeed, electrification of public transport and subsequent reductions in fares
through reduction in fuel costs, maintenance cost and outright subsidization could help reverse
public transportation declines.

4. What types of infrastructure will be needed to serve EV users, who should
pay for it, and how will utilities recover their fixed costs?
Consumer infrastructure needs
If the transition to transportation electrification is to proceed in an equitable manner,
policymakers, market participants and stakeholders must assess the need for charging
infrastructure in low-income and underserved communities and make sufficient and costeffective investments in these areas. Charging stations may not be the most immediate way to
help many low-income communities; the electrification of public transportation and school
buses, and the expansion of other transportation options, may be more pressing needs in some
communities.104 Identifying likely needs, and sustained attention to the anticipated needs for
charging infrastructure in low-income and underserved communities, are required.
As low-income households are more likely to live in multi-family or multi-unit dwellings, EV
drivers who are tenants or residents of these buildings will need access to EV charging at home.
Younger households, low-income households, and people of color are more likely to rent than
are other demographic groups. 105 Only about 56 percent of cars have an off-street parking
space,106 and it is likely that an even lower percentage of low-income drivers have a dedicated
off-street parking space. To facilitate transportation electrification, there is a need for home
charging options in multi-family dwellings, and possibly sidewalk installations in some
communities.
These needs have been addressed in many utility commission proceedings throughout the
country, which have examined the utilities’ roles in installing infrastructure and serving lowincome consumers.
•

In Florida proceedings, Duke Energy Florida agreed to install at least 10 percent of
charging stations in low-income communities. 107

Specific transportation needs could be identified through a community mobility needs assessment, and by
reviewing existing community needs assessments. See Greenlining Institute, Electric Vehicles for All: An Equity ToolKit
(2016), www.greenlining.org.
105 Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, America’s Rental Housing (2017),
http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/americas-rental-housing.
106 Elizabeth J. Traut, et al., Transportation Research Part D, US Residential Charging Potential for Electric Vehicles
(2013), www.elsevier.com/locate/trd.
107 Florida Public Service Comm., Docket No. 20170183, Order No. PSC-2017-0451-ASEU (Nov. 20, 2017).
104
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•

•

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) authorized Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E) to install and own make-ready infrastructure for most of its EV
charging investments, but approved utility ownership of up to 35 percent of
charging stations if located in disadvantaged communities or at multi-unit dwellings.
The CPUC determined that this utility incentive was reasonable since disadvantaged
communities and multi-unit dwellings have been more difficult to serve. 108 PG&E
also was allowed to recover costs through retail rates of all utility customers.
The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU) allowed Eversource to
invest up to $45 million in infrastructure, directing the company to prioritize publicly
accessible locations and to apply environmental justice criteria when choosing sites,
and agreeing to the company’s proposal to deploy up to 10 percent of chargers in
environmental justice communities. The DPU allowed these expenses to be ratebased after determining that bill impacts were reasonable given the potential
benefits, in accordance with state law.109

Who should pay?
To the extent possible, infrastructure investment and related costs should not be passed along
to utility ratepayers.110 Private investment, government funding, settlement funds from the
Volkswagen case, and other sources should be used first to pay for infrastructure. One argument
to the contrary is that EVs will benefit everyone; therefore, it is fair to spread the costs to all
ratepayers. For the reasons set forth earlier, it is not feasible or equitable to pass these costs
along to low-income ratepayers who are the least able to afford higher utility bills and who,
even with the increasing number of transportation electrification programs designed to serve
vulnerable populations, are more likely to be late adopters of the new technology. It is in the
public interest to seek other avenues of funding where possible. In addition, the argument
about spreading the costs more broadly in order to advance climate and sustainability goals may
be more appropriately addressed by a state legislature, in the context of considering budget
allocations to support the transition to transportation electrification.
There will be instances when utility involvement may be the solution that best serves the public
interest. Installation of make-ready infrastructure is a core responsibility of utility companies.
And where adequate funding is not available to build and maintain infrastructure in low-income
communities or multi-family housing, there may be more of a need for utility companies to step
in.
Where utilities are involved, utility costs should be kept as low as possible while still providing
sufficient infrastructure to support the transition to transportation electrification. Costs may be
California Public Util. Comm., Application 15-02-009, Decision Directing Pacific Gas and Electric Company to
Establish and Electric Vehicle Infrastructure and Education Program (Dec. 15, 2016).
109 Mass. Dept. of Public Util., D.P.U. 17-05, Order Establishing Eversource’s Revenue Requirement (Nov. 30, 2017).
110 For further discussion of costs, see Comments of the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel on the Petition for
Implementation of a Statewide Electric Vehicle Portfolio, Maryland PSC Case No. 9478 (March 27, 2018).
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contained by limiting utility investment to make-ready infrastructure, unless access and equity
concerns require otherwise (for instance, where private investment has not adequately served
low-income communities and multi-family dwellings, as noted above).
Level 2 chargers may be installed at a relatively reasonable cost. These chargers may be the
most useful type for home and workplace charging, as EVs can remain plugged into the charging
station for hours in order to charge sufficiently. They also create a manageable amount of load
and are less likely than fast chargers to cause grid management problems for the utility
companies.111
In contrast, DC fast chargers (DCFC) may need to be deployed sparingly. These chargers are
much more expensive to install and operate.112 Ideally, DCFC infrastructure could be installed
and maintained without passing those higher costs along to ratepayers, and the costs could be
borne by the consumers and commercial operators who use DCFC charging.
How will utilities recover their fixed costs?
Where initial utility investment will be significant, these early costs should be recovered in a fair
and equitable manner, in light of the significant financial hardships already faced by low-income
ratepayers. Low-income ratepayers continue to struggle to pay utility bills along with other
necessities, even with help from bill payment assistance programs and benefits such as the Low
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). While transportation electrification offers
broad societal benefits, the upfront costs of EV charging infrastructure must not exacerbate
poverty and homelessness among our most vulnerable residents.
When attempting to allocate costs equitably, there are a number of utility cost recovery options.
An EV-only tariff is one option for regulators to explore. Where cost-effective, dedicated rates
for EV charging could spread a fair proportion of costs among early adopters, who are more
likely to have higher incomes and are also receiving most of the benefits of EV ownership at this
point. In order to make EV-only rates available to lower-income consumers, utilities could seek
permission to allocate part of their infrastructure budgets to defray the costs of adding
additional meters or Level 2 charging ports for low-income customers. Further, utility cost
recovery could be amortized in a way to help ensure that added sales and revenues keep ahead
of rate impacts, thus protecting the interests of those who do not purchase or operate EVs in
the earlier years of the transition. Finally, “used and useful” cost recovery principles may be
applied to ensure that ratepayers do not absorb all of the risk associated with utility investment
in charging and grid-related infrastructure.

Fitzgerald, Garrett and Chris Nelder, From Gas to Grid: Building Charging Infrastructure to Power Electric Vehicle
Demand, Rocky Mountain Institute, (2017).
112 Edison Electric Institute, Plug-in Electric Vehicle Sales Forecast Through 2025 and the Charging Infrastructure
Required (June 2017).
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Where rate design cannot mitigate rate impacts for low-income ratepayers, regulators may
consider additional bill payment assistance programs to keep electricity bills affordable for
them. Discount rates already are offered in California, Massachusetts, Indiana and other states.
Additional assistance programs could include percentage of income payment programs,
arrearage management programs, and shut-off protections for vulnerable populations. 113 These
programs could soften the impact of rate increases for the most vulnerable households, while
allowing infrastructure investment to move forward.

5. What incentives should EV customers face to encourage right-time charging
and discharging?
As indicated by the available data, EV drivers do most of their charging at home and during offpeak or evening hours.114 TOU rates, dynamic pricing for EV charging, and technologies such as
timers may reinforce and continue this type of charging behavior. TOU rates may be structured
as rates or as rebates for customers who charge at off-peak times and may allow customers to
either opt in or opt out.
Several states have considered or adopted TOU rates for EVs including California, 115 Maryland,116
Massachusetts,117 New York118 and others.

National Consumer Law Center, Access to Utility Service, ch. 7 (5th ed. 2011).
Idaho National Laboratory, The EV Project, How Do the EV Project Participants Feel About Charging their EV at
Home? (February 2015), https://avt.inl.gov. Pepco, Grid-Related Costs Associated with EV Charging, MD PSC Public
Conference - PC-43 (July 14, 2016) (citing data from EPRI, Pepco Demand Management Pilot for Plug-In Vehicle
Charging in Maryland: Final Report—Results, Insights, and Customer Metrics (May 5, 2016)). However, much of the
existing data originates from research on small groups of early EV adopters.
115 California drivers have access to opt-in TOU rates and almost always pay less to charge EVs than they would have
paid to fuel a gasoline-powered vehicle. San Diego Gas & Electric EV rates include options for either an EV plus home
TOU rate or an EV TOU rate with a separate EV meter, and a rate structure to encourage drivers to charge at off-peak
times and at times of high solar production. Union of Concerned Scientists, Going from Pump to Plug: Adding Up the
Savings from Electric Vehicles (2017); SDGE, EV Rates, at www.sdge.com/clean-energy/ev-rates.
116 The Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) had established EV tariffs that apply to Baltimore Gas and Electric
and Pepco customers, but the PSC later found that the original time-varying rates, with a modest price differential to
encourage off-peak charging, had not generated significant customer interest. The PSC expanded the scope of its grid
modernization proceeding in January 2017 to consider EV issues and other rate designs including specific TOU rates
for EV charging. Maryland Public Service Comm., In the Matter of Transforming Maryland’s Electric Distribution
Systems to Ensure That Electric Service Is Customer-centered, Affordable, Reliable and Environmentally Sustainable in
Maryland, PC44, Notice (Jan. 31, 2017).
117 Eversource and the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU) deferred creating EV charging TOU rates,
determining that the company needs to first collect data before developing a new TOU rate. Eversource sought more
data because it was concerned that EV charging at standard TOU rates could create a secondary peak. The DPU also
emphasized that the company should be careful to avoid stranded costs as it determines what type of advanced
metering to install at charging sites. Mass. Dept. of Public Util., D.P.U. 17-05, Order Establishing Eversource’s Revenue
Requirement (Nov. 30, 2017).
118 In upstate New York, National Grid offers a voluntary EV TOU rate, with on-peak, off-peak, and seasonal “SuperPeak” rates, and a bill credit in the first year if the TOU rate costs the consumer more than the standard rate.
Customers who chose the TOU rate need an advanced meter and pay a fee of $3.36 per month for the meter.
National Grid, Nighttime is the Right Time to Charge Your EV, at https://www.nationalgridus.com/Time-of-Use.
113
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When discussing TOU rates, it is important to note that low-income households tend to differ in
significant ways from higher income households and these differences limit the likelihood that
low-income ratepayers can benefit from TOU rates. 119 TOU rates may be confusing to many
consumers, particularly to low-income consumers who are unfamiliar with this type of rate
design. Further, there is a lack of data to show whether low-income consumers have benefited
from TOU rates to date. One of the few analyses 120 of the impacts of TOU rates on low-income
and other vulnerable consumers draws upon the Sacramento Municipal Utility District in
California and Green Mountain Power in Vermont. This analysis indicates that some vulnerable
customers saved money and some reported that they did not suffer discomfort as a result.
Other vulnerable consumers reported differing results.121 Due to limitations of the data
including the small size of the customers and months studied, it is difficult to draw broad
conclusions about the impacts of TOU rates on low-income customers.
Since low-income consumers tend to conserve energy to lower their bills as much as possible,
these customers have less ability to shift their energy usage to lower-cost periods. Also, lowincome consumers are more likely to have irregular work schedules122 that could affect their
ability to shift electricity usage to off-peak times. Some consumers may rely on medical
equipment that uses electricity and cannot shift times of use.123 Low-income consumers also are
less likely to own and use central air-conditioning, dishwashers and clothes dryers, which are
less essential appliances that can be turned off during peak demand periods. In one pilot of TOU
rates in Worcester, Mass., evaluators found that low-income customers had much lower savings
than the TOU pilot group as a whole.124
For a household that cannot shift its electrical load, TOU rates could result in higher bills. The
customer bears the risk of understanding the rate and changing behavior accordingly. The
following TOU rate designs could be considered to address the needs of EV drivers and protect
low-income consumers:

See Lisa Wood, Ross Hemphill, John Howat, Ralph Cavanagh, Severin Borenstein, Jeff Deason and Lisa C. Schwartz,
Recovery of Utility Fixed Costs: Utility, Consumer, Environmental and Economist Perspectives, Ed. Lisa C. Schwartz,
Future of Electric Utility Regulation report No. 5 (2016), https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur.
120 Cappers, P., C.A. Spurlock, A. Todd, and L. Jin. 2016. Experiences of Vulnerable Residential Customer
Subpopulations with Critical Peak Pricing. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, LBNL-1006294.
https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/experiences-vulnerable-residential.
121 Ibid.
122 Irregular work schedules and on-call work schedules are more common among low-income workers than higher
income workers. Golden, Lonnie, Irregular Work Scheduling and Its Consequences, Economic Policy Institute (April 9,
2015), https://www.epi.org/publication/irregular-work-scheduling-and-its-consequences/.
123 O’Connor, Pete and Mike Jacobs, Union of Concerned Scientists, Charging Smart: Drivers and Utilities Can Both
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•
•
•
•

Opt-in TOU rates (though such programs tend to attract low numbers of
consumers125)
Opt-out TOU rates with bill credits for amounts charged over the amount the
customer would have otherwise paid
EV-only TOU rates, which would not directly affect home electricity usage and billing
Shadow billing, to compare TOU and volumetric rates

Advanced metering may be needed for certain TOU rates, but the cost of such meters for EV
charging should not be passed on to nonparticipant ratepayers. Adopting TOU rates for EV
charging using a separate meter is one possible approach, such as the National Grid TOU rate for
upstate New York. The cost of the meter could be paid by the homeowner. Where meters would
be needed for low-income residences and multi-family dwellings, financial support from state or
local governments or other sources could lessen the impact on low-income ratepayers. Utility
commissions will need to consider whether standard TOU rates are sufficient, or whether EVonly TOU rates may be cost effective and appropriate in some circumstances.126
Utilities and private companies could provide discounted EV charging rates for low-income
consumers. Such rates could be made available for home charging in single-family homes or
multi-family dwellings where low-income EV drivers reside, and possibly at public charging
stations.

6. What policy and regulatory approaches will:
•

Encourage efficient siting of charging stations — including fast-charging
Most EV charging is done at home and at off-peak hours. Efficient installation of
charging stations at multi-family dwellings or in other locations in low-income
communities may help achieve some equity and access goals and be effective for
encouraging EV adoption within disadvantaged communities.
Public and workplace charging locations may provide access to a range of consumers,
including low-income EV drivers. Charging stations at locations with extended hours that
are frequented by low-income consumers and low-wage workers, such as hospitals and
grocery stores, may also increase access if carefully chosen with guidance from the
community. In some municipalities, charging stations in the parking areas of state and

Cappers, Peter and Scheer, Rich, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009: Final Report on Customer
Acceptance, Retention, and Response to Time-Based Rates from Consumer Behavior Studies, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (November 2016), https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/lbnl-1007279.pdf.
126 For instance, the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority found that EV-only TOU rates are unnecessary
and determined that existing whole-house TOU rates are cost-effective and provide positive benefits. Conn. Public
Util. Regulatory Auth., PURA Investigation into the Implementation of Electric Vehicle Time of Day Rates for
Residential and Commercial Customers, Docket No. 16-07-21, Decision (June 9, 2017).
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local government offices frequented by the public may help serve low-income
community members.
Data collection and analysis will be needed to make siting decisions that advance equity
and access. Sources of data could include current transportation pilot projects, existing
needs assessments, new community mobility needs assessments, focus groups, surveys
and other sources.127 For instance, the Maryland PSC allocated a portion of funds from
the Exelon-Pepco merger to support an analysis of the gaps in EV charging
infrastructure.128 Other states may consider such creative sources of funding to study
infrastructure needs and gaps.
DCFC stations are more expensive to install and operate than are Level 1 or Level 2
stations,129 and may not be necessary on a daily basis for most EV drivers.130 However,
as fast charging may be needed for certain applications, careful assessment of the need
for DCFC and possible grid impacts will be necessary. To the extent possible, these
expenses should not be passed along to ratepayers.
•

Enable utilities to participate in infrastructure deployment
Consumer advocates generally would not presume that utility involvement in
infrastructure deployment should be promoted, other than instances when utility
involvement is in the interest of consumers. 131
Utility involvement in infrastructure development can take many forms. Utility company
deployment of make-ready infrastructure may limit the costs that are rate-based and
passed along to consumers. Where more extensive utility involvement may be needed
to reach low-income communities or residents of multi-family homes, regulators will
need to carefully consider the benefits of such involvement, weighed against any
additional cost to ratepayers. However, depending on the state, cost recovery for
infrastructure development and operation may not be permissible in the absence of
legislation to define the parameters of utility involvement and any allowable cost
recovery.132

The Greenlining Institute, Electric Vehicles for All: An Equity ToolKit (2016).
Maryland PSC, Letter Order Regarding Most Favored Nations Funding to Support Public Conference 44 Electric
Vehicles Work Group Activities, Case No. 9361, Order No. 88128 (Oct. 6, 2017).
129 Illinois Citizens’ Utility Board, The ABCs of EVs: A Guide for Policymakers and Consumer Advocates (2017).
130 In one study of workplace charging, employees usually used Level 2 chargers and charged with DCFC mainly for
emergencies. Idaho National Laboratory, Plug-in Electric Vehicle and Infrastructure Analysis (September 2015).
https://avt.inl.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/arra/ARRAPEVnInfrastructureFinalReportHqltySept2015.pdf .
131 See, e.g., Comments of the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel on the Petition for Implementation of a Statewide
Electric Vehicle Portfolio, Maryland PSC Case No. 9478 (March 27, 2018).
132 E.g., Massachusetts General Laws, ch. 25A, section 16(f) (allowing for cost recovery of utility involvement in
infrastructure deployment when “. . . a proposal is in the public interest, meets a need regarding the advancement of
electric vehicles in the commonwealth and does not hinder the development of the competitive electric vehicle
charging market.”)
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Depending on needs of the region, regulators may consider directing utilities to allocate
significant amounts of infrastructure deployment funds toward low-income,
underserved and environmental justice communities. Regulators should consider
conducting technical sessions, listening sessions or other means of gathering
stakeholder input.
As part of infrastructure deployment, utility investment in advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) should be considered very carefully and should be implemented in
the most cost-effective manner possible to minimize residential electricity bill impacts.
Additionally, AMI should never be used to remotely disconnect low-income and other
vulnerable customers from service for nonpayment, or to limit electricity service for
nonpayment. Remote electricity disconnections create serious risks for the health and
safety of consumers. Further, remote disconnections should not be used to circumvent
legal protections for vulnerable consumers, such as protections from disconnection for
elders or for people with serious illnesses.133 Lower income consumers live with the
threat of having their electricity shut off when financial challenges arise, and lowincome people of color are at a disproportionate risk for having their utilities
disconnected.134 Low-income consumers who drive EVs and charge them at home will
necessarily see higher electric bills and will need additional protections from
disconnections, to avoid depriving these households of light, heat, refrigeration, home
energy and transportation all at once during financial struggles. Protections from
disconnection exist in several states, and some aim to help certain populations such as
older consumers or people with illnesses or disabilities. Other states protect low-income
consumers during extreme weather. 135 Commissions should consider additional
protections for low-income consumers who rely on electric service for transportation,
and for additional family needs as broader strategic electrification proceeds (for
example, for space heating and water heating), possibly by including such protections in
utility tariffs.136 These protections will be even more essential in states that do not
currently have strong protections from disconnection.
•

Foster competition by competitive EV charging providers
Consumers might benefit if competition drives down prices at charging stations. Drivers
who use charging stations that are owned by third-party companies will need consumer
protections such as protections from unreasonable pricing, rules to prevent disparate
pricing in low-income communities and communities of color, privacy and security of

Howat, John and Jillian McLaughlin, Rethinking Prepaid Utility Service — Customers at Risk (June 2012).
NAACP Environmental and Climate Justice Program, Lights Out in the Cold: Reforming Utility Shut-Off Policies as if
Human Rights Matter (March 2017); John Howat, National Consumer Law Center, Racial Disparities in Disconnection
of Vital Home Electricity Service (2015).
135National Consumer Law Center, Access to Utility Service, Appx. A (6th ed. 2018), updated at www.nclc.org/library .
136 Depending on the jurisdiction, utility commissions could also consider new regulations to protect low-income
ratepayers who face disconnection. In some states, legislation might be needed.
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financial information, and straightforward access to customer service and dispute
resolution. Legislation and regulation may be needed where voluntary measures fail.
Interoperability and eventual standardization of charging plugs will foster competition
and benefit consumers.
Keeping utility development and operation of infrastructure to levels consistent with the
public interest would allow private infrastructure investment to proceed concurrently
while limiting utility costs that would later be recovered from utility customers. 137
•

Establish enforceable standards to facilitate consumer adoption of EVs
Consumers may begin to use EVs through individual ownership, leasing, car sharing,
public transportation and other methods. To foster individual ownership among lowincome consumers, state-supported ownership and leasing incentive programs could be
expanded to provide more significant subsidies for low-income consumers, as California
has recently done through the increased rebates for low-income consumers made
available through the California Clean Vehicle Rebate Program.138
Low-income consumers could also be offered discounted EV charging rates. If costeffective, separate EV charging rates and billing may also ease the transition for lowincome consumers who would charge vehicles at home, at a single-family home or a
multi-family dwelling. Commissions and utility companies could consider discounted EVonly electricity rates for low-income ratepayers as a way to incentivize equitable EV
adoption.
Financial assistance and targeted consumer protections could encourage low-income
consumers to own or lease EVs where economically feasible. Low-income consumers
who would be able to take advantage of incentive programs to purchase or lease an EV
may need the security of additional protections from utility disconnections.
Low-income bill payment assistance programs, such as payment plans or arrearage
management programs that help low-income consumers catch up on bills, should also
be considered by utility commissions. These programs can help low-income consumers
stay connected to their electric service while paying back arrears.
Rate design should exempt consumers from demand charges. Demand charges present
tremendous challenges for residential and other lower-volume consumers. They are
complex, difficult to understand, and do not present “actionable price signals to small
consumers without investment in demand control technologies or very challenging

See National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates, Resolution 2018-02, Urging the Adoption of Policies
and Regulations to Protect Ratepayers as Electric Vehicle Adoption Rates Increase (June 25, 2018).
138 https://cleanvehiclerebate.org/eng
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household routine changes. This results in effectively adding another mandatory fixed
fee to residential and small consumer electric bills.” 139 Non-coincident peak demand
charges in particular are not an appropriate means of incentivizing “beneficial” EV
charging. Well-designed TOU rates, accounting for territory-specific generation mix,
dispatch, transmission constraints, and other relevant circumstances are preferable
from both consumer and transportation electrification perspectives.
•

Address underserved markets
The consumer protections, rate design, and bill payment assistance programs discussed
above may help increase EV use among low-income consumers and encourage
continued EV use by these consumers after they purchase or lease vehicles. But many
low-income people, absent a subsidized EV acquisition program, will either not be able
to afford to transition to an EV or will be unable to afford a private vehicle at all. Subsidy
programs must be designed to meet the needs of low-income drivers, and policymakers
may need to consider higher levels of subsidies for low-income drivers. The subsidy
must be in a form that is useful to potential low-income EV buyers.140 It needs to be
available at the time of purchase, not at some later date, and must avoid the possibility
of dealer capture. Car dealers, through a number of abusive tactics, regularly overcharge
low-income consumers for cars, associated add-ons, and financing. Often the scope of
the abuses is limited only by how much credit finance companies are willing to extend.
An extra amount of money, such as an EV purchase subsidy, can easily become just
more money for the dealer rather than serving to make the vehicle more affordable for
the consumer.
Individual ownership or leasing will not be feasible for all low-income and disadvantaged
consumers. While these families may not be able to afford a car even with subsidies,
there may be other ways to meet some of their mobility needs. Subsidized car sharing
programs that serve low-income consumers, such as Sacramento’s Community Car
Share Program, may increase the use of EVs but are currently small pilot projects.
Increased investment in public transit, subsidized car sharing programs, or subsidized
ride sharing programs can meet the needs of some low-income families unable to
acquire their own car.
When developing these programs, it is essential to follow the lead of stakeholders in
low-income communities, communities of color, communities with environmental
justice concerns, and other underserved and vulnerable communities. Stakeholder

Chernick, et al., “Charge Without a Cause? Assessing Electric Utility Demand Charges on Small Consumers,” p. 1
(July 2016); Wood, Lisa, Ross Hemphill, John Howat, Ralph Cavanagh, Severin Borenstein, Jeff Deason, and Lisa C
Schwartz. Recovery of Utility Fixed Costs: Utility, Consumer, Environmental and Economist Perspectives. Ed. Lisa C
Schwartz. Future Electric Utility Regulation report No. 5. (2016). https://emp.lbl.gov/projects/feur/.
140 For example, the federal Qualified Plug-in Electric Drive Motor Vehicle Credit is a non-refundable tax credit and so
of less or perhaps no real use to a consumer with a lower tax liability.
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input, along with data collection from existing pilots and needs assessments, should
guide implementation. Environmental justice analysis should also guide decisions about
siting charging stations, electrifying public transportation and school buses, and
electrifying commercial and industrial transportation.

Conclusion
The transition to transportation electrification must proceed with equity and access for
consumers at the forefront. Failure to do so would not only lead to preservation or exacerbation
of existing inequities, but may also undermine public support for transportation electrification.
Our suggested consumer protection principles — to increase transportation access and security
for low-income consumers, equitably allocate costs and benefits for low-income consumers, and
reduce air pollution — provide a framework for this analysis.
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